8.30 - 9.00  Registration & Welcome coffee
9:00 - 9:15  Kick off event by Chairman Ralph Hofman
9.15 - 9.45  Keynote by Robin Yeman
9.45 - 10.15  Case 1: NXP - “producing semiconductors using agile methods”  Arjan Tuinhout
10.15 - 11.15  Networking / Open Space Coffee Break
11.15 - 11.45  Case 2: in progress
11:45 - 12:15  Case 3: Skoon & RIPL - Daan Geldermans and Solco Reijnders
12.15 - 13.15  Networking Lunch
13:15- 14:15  Parallel Mini Workshops
  •  Heineken Experience: the business tour
  •  LEGO simulation of scaling agile and product development - Marijt Weerts
  •  3D printing - Hennie Hoenselaar - with reservation
  •  Experimental Agile games - Ali Hajou
  •  Get creative an Agile way- Davar Azarmi
14:15 - 15:00  Masterclass: ASML - Tanya Kudchadker
15:15 - 16:00  Networking / Open space Coffee Break
16:00 - 16:30  Case 4: Zehnder - with reservation
16:30 - 17:00  Case 5: Lockheed Martin - “Industrial Devops” Robin Yeman
17:00  Wrap-up by Chairman Ralph Hofman
17:15  Informal Drinks